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　Idon't think I'd use myselfas a very good model for how to teach,because...the teacher didn’t















　I always try to thin of some way the what we are studying is related to their ives...and so I














　I think about only the idea that I want to get across.Not the exact words.I couldn't or I wouldn't
be able to do something word for word,you know,like a script.I have to know what I'm talking
about....But I don't sit down and think the exact words that I'm going to use to say it....Now
having taught for a long time I have a lot of materials already available.And so the problem






















  For lab exercises,she also tried to remember problems that occurred in the past and thought



























































































































































　...the learner can only make sense of new information,instruction, and experiences by
intrpreting them in the light of what he or she‘㎞ows’already...ln order to‘understand’,the
learner has to construct a frame that will encompass the new knowledge but can only do so with
the aid of an old frame,which may assimilate the new or conflict with it.If the new ideas or



































　When good jazz musicians improvise together,they...make on-the-spot adjustments to the
sounds they hear.Listening to one another and to themselves,they feel where the music is going
and adjust their music accordingly.They can do this,first of all,because their collective effort at
musical invention makes use of a schema...As the musicians feel the direction of the music that
is developing out of their interwoven contributions,they make new sense of it and adjust their


















































　Schema for pedagogical content knowledge seem to be virtually nonexistent in novices'
㎞owledge systems,Developing these knowledge structures and learning pedagogical reasoning
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教えることができるようになること
　Teachers who can only ‘frame’in one way what happens in their classes can therefore only see
one set of possibilities for teaching....In contrast,it can be hypothesized that the most effective
teachers will have other interpretive frames availabie which will free them to see alternatives and
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